Saint Louis Glaucoma Fellows Conference 2019

Saturday- June 1

800-830  Registration/Breakfast/Introductions

830-900  New Glaucoma Medications and delivery systems on the Horizon  Lind

915-1000  Diurnal Affects on IOP- Controversial topics in medical therapy  Seibold

1000-1045  Anterior Segment Imaging- How to incorporate in my practice  Durr

1045-1130  The Science in Measuring Intraocular Pressure: What I use when  Conner

1130-1230  Lunch and Break

1230-100  Tips for laser treatment of the glaucoma patient- Who, What, When  Siegfried

100-130  Improving Functionality of our glaucoma patients  Bhorade

130-215  Comparing Glaucoma Surgical Clinical Trials- Are we comparing Apples to Oranges  Quigley

215-315  Interactive Glaucoma Cases in the New Age of Technology  Ahmed

315-330  Break

330-415  Adapting MIGS after Fellowship- Pearls  Panarelli

415-515  Maximizing MIGS Outcomes- pearls for devices in use and on the Horizon  Ahmed

515-545  Angle Closure Glaucoma- Modern day management  Sheybani

545-615  360 Imaging of the Eye- Advances that will make us better clinicians  Quigley

Sunday AM- June 2

6:40  Transportation to Wet Lab/ Breakfast

700-730  Trabeculectomy and tube shunts- Too much risk or Standard of Care?  Quigley

730-750  Ablation-internal and external  Conner

750-830  Canal Based Surgeries  Sheybani

830-900  Suprachoroidal Shunting- will it return and its role?  Durr

900-930  Subconjunctival filtration- devices that decrease the risks?  Panareelli

930-1015  The Art of Postoperative Management  Seibold

1015-1115  Wet Lab I

1115-1215  Wet Lab 2

12:15  Departure for Airport